Proof of the theorem. The details of the proof are given below only for X = /*, 1 < p < oo, and Y = / q , 1 <p <q < oo. The proof for the remaining pairs is similar and is indicated in a remark at the end. DEFINITION . Let E be the function on [/ p , /% 1 < p < q < oo, which sends an operator whose matrix is (a υ ) into the operator whose matrix is (α^δ^), i.e. the non-diagonal matrix elements are replaced by zero and the diagonal elements are unaltered. Proof. E is additive and homogeneous as easily follows from [2] . Proof. That γ is an isometry from the diagonal operators onto /f ollows from the previous observation that ||SA|| ^supjα^l. Hence it suffices to show that the compact diagonal operators are exactly those with the additional condition lim^ | a H \ = 0. This condition is necessary; otherwise for some ε > 0 there is an infinite index set I such that I a u I > ε whenever i e I. Then the bounded sequence {φ^) iel Let %*> be the set of compact operators, 9JΪ the set of diagonal operators, E the projection of Lemma 1, and ϊϊ its null-space. In order to apply Lemma 3 it remains to show: given any compact operator /, Ef and / -Ef are compact. Ef is compact because, if / is compact, lim y,α 4< ψ. =lim(Σ α 4( l β =0 uniformly in j. This implies lim M |α ww | =0, which shows that Ef is compact. Hence / -Ef is compact.
To prove the theorem for [/*, / β ], 1 < p < q < oo, assume there is a bounded projection F from [/ p , / α ] onto Sβ. By Lemma 3, the restriction of E'ί 7 to 3Jί is a bounded projection from 9Ji onto 3JI n s^β . By Lemma 2 there must be a corresponding bounded projection from /°°o nto c 0 . This contradicts [4; Cor. 7.5]. For the remaining X and Y pairs of the main theorem, the proof is similar except that the existence of expressions for ||A|| in terms of the matrix coefficients (e.g., see [5] ) makes some of the work simpler.
Next we extend the theorem to [U, V] . Let E be the function on [U, V] defined by Ef = PJP 1 for all / in [U, V] , E is linear and homogeneous and bounded. E 2 f = P^PJP^P, = PJP λ = Ef so E is a projection. The range of E is the set of operators g such that P 2 gP λ = # and is isomorphic with [X, Y] , The null-space of i? is the set of operators h such that P 2 hP λ = 0. If Q 4 is the projection I -P t , the decomposition / == g + h is given by
h If / is compact, so are g and h. We apply Lemma 3 with X = [Z7, F], aJi the range of E f E acting as the projection E of that lemma, and Sβ the set of compact operators from U to V. The conclusion is that if there were a bounded projection F from X to Sβ, the restriction of j^ί 7 to 2Jί would be a bounded projection from 3Jί onto Sβ n 2ft, contradicting our result for [X, Y] . Whether there exists a pair of normed spaces with a bounded proper projection from the bounded operators onto the compact operators seems to be unknown.
